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Sylvia – welcome (to our panel discussion – format will be about 40 minutes – until 3.25 of the 5 participants sharing their experiences and views on this subject and then we are looking forward to your participation. Five people cannot capture the wide diversity of voices within ETAS – and we are here simply because we started to have conversations about this. I’ll pass the floor to Erika who will briefly explain why we decided to focus on this subject and then begin the panel questions.



Native speaker? A few definitions….

• a person who learned to speak the language of the place where they 
were born as a child rather than learning it as a foreign language (loosely 
adapted from Merriam-Webster)

• someone who has spoken a particular language since they were a 
baby, rather than having learned it as a child or adult (Cambridge dictionary)

Example: All our teachers are native speakers of English
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Assumption that someone has one native language, that one grow up in one place, that one begins speaking as a baby, that languages learnt as a child cannot become one’s native language...

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/spoken
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/particular
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/language
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/baby
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/rather
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/learned
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/child
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/adult
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/our
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/teacher
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/native
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/speaker
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/english
https://www.portalsofphereon.com/wiki/File:Ambox_warning_orange.svg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Native-speakerism

• Basic idea: ‘native speakers’ are inherently better 
than others who speak their language.

• ‘Native-speakerism is an ideology that upholds the 
idea that so-called ‘native speakers’ are the best 
models and teachers of English…’ (Holliday 2005)
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Question 1

Who are you
and do you 

consider yourself to be 
a ‘native speaker’? 
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What does this word mean to you?



Question 2

How have labels of
a ‘native speaker’ of English

affected 
your teaching and career?
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Or the label of native speaker



Question 3

How does the idea of
a ‘native speaker’ of English

impact your students?
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Opening the floor….

What are your questions or comments 
for the panel?

And what are your views or experiences 
related to this topic?
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Thank you for coming to our session
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Creative commons - this presentation is free to use and share -
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/

Please acknowledge ETAS as having provided a space for this discussion.
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This is the beginning of a conversation. Anyone interested in contributing their thoughts, experiences and ideas for change are invited to participate in one of the following: ETAS Teacher’s Room on Facebook, contribution to the ETAS Journal, attendance at your local teacher networking events.You can also contact ETAS’ Social and Environmental Justice Ambassador here with your questions or comments about this panel discussion: sustainability@e-tas.ch

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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